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ESG Policy Equity World Fund 
 

 

ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND 

Value Square NV is the portfolio manager of Value Square Fund and all its sub-funds. Through its investments, 

Value Square Fund is the owner of various entities and may therefore influence companies’ operations. This 

policy describes how Value Square executes such influence on behalf of the sub-fund Equity World. 

Sustainability purpose and objective 

Value Square Fund Equity World is committed to maximizing long term risk adjusted returns for its clients and 

believes that investing in sustainable businesses is complementary to this. The key objective behind carrying an 

in-depth research on all relevant environmental, social and governance aspects are twofold. First is to look for 

possible issues that might escalate into incidents and endanger the value of investments and the second is to 

select companies that are better positioned to benefit by operating in a sustainable manner.   

At Value Square, we rely on analysing the performance on several ESG criteria and on the commitment of the 

management in continually improving such performance. By integrating the ESG risk analysis with our investment 

decision-making process, we analyse any factor that might potentially impact the long term returns on our 

investment. Value Square believes that executing an independent and in-house research enables asset managers 

to take an unbiased judgement call on potential sustainability risk associated with investments. In addition to 

this, a positive ESG based selection consideration gives an opportunity for the company to be well positioned 

and benefit from evolving ESG challenges. 

The core principles of our ESG strategy are derived from guidelines set under the United Nations Global 

Compact* and the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment**. 

Scope: 

The ESG policies and strategies laid out in this policy document are applicable to Value Square Fund Equity World.  
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SUSTAINABLE STRATEGIES OF VALUE SQUARE FUND EQUITY WORLD: 

Any investment or potential investment consideration for Value Square Fund Equity World shall comply with the 

following standards and strategies: 

1. Negative Exclusion: Value Square Fund Equity World will not have any investment in the following: 

a. Companies operating business in anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, depleted uranium. 

b. Companies that meet the exclusion criteria as described in the implementation section I below. 

2. Positive ESG selection: Value Square Fund Equity World is committed to selecting companies that are 

outperforming their geographical peers on certain fundamental ESG metrics. The positive ESG selection 

focuses on identifying companies that are prepared to benefit by operating in a sustainable manner. 

3. ESG Integration: All companies in Value Square Fund Equity World are analysed not only with regards 

to their financial performance but also with regards to their environmental, social and governance 

performance. A firm level analysis of the most important ESG factors helps portfolio managers to 

integrate sustainability aspects in their investment decision making. 

4. Shareholder ownership and engagement: Value Square is committed to enhancing shareholder value 

by undertaking appropriate engagement actions. Exercising voting rights is a key constituent of our 

active ownership policy. In addition, we remain committed to exercising other engagement actions, be 

it individually or in collaboration with other stakeholders. 

GUIDELINES AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES 

Value Square Fund Equity World is committed to pursuing the UN Principles for Responsible Investment, by 

integrating the following ESG procedures with our investment procedures: 

I. Avoiding Harm - Negative Exclusion Strategy: 

The first pillar of our sustainable strategy is that of avoiding harm. The strategy is based on negative exclusion 

i.e. exclusion of companies based on their conduct, products or market segment participation. These can be 

subdivided into two categories. One is complete exclusion, where Value Square Fund Equity World will have no 

investments and the second is limited tolerance, where Value Square Fund Equity World will seek to minimize 

its investments if any. 

A. Complete exclusion:  

i. Conduct based - Companies violating principles of UN Global Compact: 

Value Square concurs that companies have a fundamental responsibility in meeting certain 

minimum standards in areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption. The 10 

principles of UN global compact form the basis for these principles and Value Square is committed 

to excluding companies that are in violation of any of these. 

ii. Weapons: 

a. Controversial weapons: 

Value Square Fund Equity World shall have no investment in companies involved in controversial 

weapons industry.  Controversial weapons category includes anti-personnel mines, ammunitions 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles
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containing depleted uranium and cluster munitions. We refer to research by ISS Ethix for this and 

exclude all companies with a red or amber level of involvement in the controversial weapons 

category.  

b. Nuclear weapons: 

Value Square Fund Equity World will not invest in entities that are involved in the nuclear weapons 

industry. For exclusions in this category we refer to the exclusion list of the Norwegian Government 

pension fund.  

c. Military weapons: 

Companies active in manufacture and sales of military weapons are also excluded as part of this 

exclusion. The implementation is executed by screening for companies with more than 10% 

revenue contribution from the military weapons segment. 

iii. Tobacco:  

The adverse effects of tobacco on human health are a cause of concern for society, and hardly 

sustainable to say the least. The health impacts of tobacco consumption and production pose grave 

dangers to society. As part of our responsible investment strategy, Value Square Fund Equity world 

excludes companies that are involved in (derive more than 10% of their revenue) tobacco plantation 

and tobacco wholesale trading.  

iv. Coal extraction:  

Value Square concurs that coal extraction activities have a serious detrimental impact on 

environment. As a result, our exclusion criteria for coal activities is for companies deriving above 

10% revenues from thermal coal extraction activities.  

v. Unconventional oil and gas extraction: 

The environmental risk associated with unconventional oil and gas extraction activities cannot be 

overlooked. Unconventional extraction activities including shale oil and oil sands are particularly 

carbon intensive. As a sustainable fund, Value Square Fund Equity World excludes companies 

engaged in unconventional oil and gas extraction activities (shale oil, oil sands activities, to the 

extent of more than 10% revenue contribution)  

B. Limited Tolerance: Minimal exposure 

i. Conventional oil and gas extraction: 

While energy demands of the world continue to grow, conventional oil and gas extraction remains 

a carbon intensive activity. And so, Value Square believes a responsible investment fund should 

encourage companies to diversify away from carbon intensive fossil fuel activities. Value Square 

Fund Equity World seeks to limit its investment in conventional oil and gas extraction activities that 

leave a considerable environmental impact. Companies that have adequately diversified (more 

than 40% of revenue from renewable energy and natural gas) can still be considered.  

In any case, Value Square remains committed to engage with such companies and encourage them 

to diversify and display meaningful reduction of carbon intensity. 

ii. Electricity generation: 

Carbon intensive electricity generation activities also pose environmental risks. Value Square Fund 

Equity World will limit its investment in electricity utility companies that are not aligned with 
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commitments of the Paris Accord. In this regard, the exclusion is applied to electric utility 

companies that exceed CO2 emissions guidance based on the 2-degree scenario and guidance laid 

by Febelfin standards. 

 

 Febelfin guidance for Electricity generation companies 

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Emission 

threshold 

429 408 393 374 354 335 315 

 

The limited exposure strategy in these two categories (i & ii above) implies that total exposure to 

companies that do not meet the acceptable norms (described above) shall not exceed 5% of total 

fund assets.  

iii. Nuclear energy: 

Value Square Equity World seeks to limit investments in nuclear energy. Radioactive waste is 

hazardous to most form of life and the environment. Although it is highly regulated the storage 

poses a risk to people and the environment. 

iv. Alcohol: 

The adverse socio-economic impact of uncontrolled alcohol consumption cannot be overlooked in 

a responsible portfolio. A responsible investment strategy should seek to limit investment in 

distilled alcohol companies or companies that fail to make adequate disclosures to consumers 

about the adverse impacts. 

v. Adult Entertainment: 

Value square believes that this industry can have adverse influence on the respect for human rights, 

and therefore is committed to exclude from its universe any entity that has a substantial part of its 

revenue tied to pornography. 

vi. Gambling: 

While in Belgium there is a legal framework that regulates gambling business, this is not the case in 

all parts of the world. At Value Square, we will generally exclude any company that has its primary 

source of revenues linked to gambling (above 70%) and one that conducts such business outside of 

the legally accepted framework. 

C. Sustainability approach towards other ESG risks: 

Climate change, Biodiversity, Water risk: 
 
Value Square expects that companies invest in operating in a sustainable manner when it comes to 
environmental impact. We expect companies to at least communicate how they are prepared to tackle risks 
from climate change and minimize the impact from their own operations. Companies whose operations can 
have a serious impact on the biodiversity of their geographical region of operation are expected to undertake 
efforts to minimize this impact on biodiversity. 
 
Depletion of natural resources, especially water, is becoming a growing concern and especially for 
companies that rely heavily on it for their operation. Value Square expects companies to analyse this risk 
and be prepared to tackle this in a timely manner. We encourage companies to strive for reusing and 
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recycling raw materials. In our firm level ESG evaluation, we positively evaluate companies that have a policy 
framework on climate change, biodiversity and water use. 
 
Taxation 
Value Square expects companies to be transparent with regards to their tax policy. Aggressive tax planning 
is inconsistent with sustainable business practice and could potentially raise risk on future earnings.  
 
Countries with oppressive regimes 
Value Square Fund Equity World will not finance government bonds or sovereign debt of countries that face 
embargo and sanctions from the United National Security Council. At a company level, Value Square Fund 
Equity World will limit any investment in companies that are headquartered in such countries. Value Square 
does not currently have a policy on financing (via sovereign debt) of governments that allow capital 
punishment but strives to refrain from countries and regimes that do not respect basic human rights. 
 
Ethics and Human Rights: 
Value Square encourages companies to strive for diversity within workforce and management. In our 
evaluation, we positively evaluate companies that have an equal opportunity policy, anti-bribery ethics 
policy, a policy on employee protection or whistle blower policy, training and CSR policy for employees and 
an ethics policy at the company level. In addition, Value Square expects companies to have a human rights 
policy, a policy against child labour, and a fair remuneration policy for employees. 
 
Other contentious investing practices: 
Value Square Fund Equity World does not participate in derivatives trading. Value Square concurs that 
speculative trading in forward contracts on agricultural commodities is an unethical practice and should be 
avoided in a responsible portfolio 
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II. Positive selection strategy - Best in class on sustainability: 

Value Square deploys an ESG based screening to evaluate and select companies that outperform their regional 

peers in terms of sustainability. By doing so we believe to select companies that are not only better prepared to 

tackle sustainability challenges but also benefit by operating in a more sustainable manner. 

At Value Square we tend to put more focus on governance related indicators compared to environment and 

social. There are a couple of reasons behind this. First, we concur that having a good and improving governance 

structure is critical to steer a company toward improvements in environmental and social performance. 

Secondly, while environmental and social standards vary greatly by industry, corporate governance standards 

can be expected to be more comparable. 

Approach: 

Value Square currently considers 60 sustainability indicators for its assessment of companies on ESG score. 

Twenty-nine of these are on governance parameters, 5 on environment, 10 on social and 16 related to 3rd party 

disclosed ranks and scores. A summary of the indicators that we take in to consideration is enlisted below: 

 

Universe and threshold: 

Every company gets a score based on the above indicators and these scores are then percentile ranked within 

their respective geographical universe (North America, Europe, Emerging Asia or Developed Asia). Value Square 

Fund Equity World makes a positive selection of securities that are at least in the top 70 percentile of their 

respective universe.  

  

Governance

•Does the committee have an 
independent chairperson?

•Are there at least one third 
independent directors on each 
committee?

•Is the CEO and Chairman the same 
person?

•Does the board have an independent 
chairperson?

•Are there at least one third 
independent and half non-executive 
members on the board?

•Are there equal voting rights for all 
share holders?

•Is executive remuneration linked to 
long term benefit of the company?

•Are there at least one third women on 
board or in management executive?

•Has the chairman changed in last 10 
years?

•Are chairman & CEO less than 70 
years old?

•Does the company have a reputable 
and recognized auditor in place

Environment

•Does the company have following 
policies in place?

•Climate Change Policy

•Biodiversity Policy

•CSR sustainability committee

Social

•Does the company have policy for the 
following?

•Equal Opportunity Policy

•Anti-Bribery Ethics Policy

•Employee Protection / Whistle Blower 
Policy

•Training Policy

•Employee CSR Training

•Ethics Policy

•Health and Safety Policy

•Human Rights Policy

•Policy Against Child Labor

•Fair Remuneration Policy
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III. Integration strategy: Firm Level ESG analysis 

The third pillar of our ESG policy is integrating ESG analysis in investment decision making. For this we carry out 

an in-house firm level ESG research and risk analysis. In line with the UN PRI principles, this approach also helps 

us execute the principles of seeking disclosures and exercising ownership practices. 

 

A firm level ESG analysis for each holding in the fund focuses on similar set of sustainability indicators that are 

used for best in class scoring. However, the focus is not only on absolute score of the companies but also on 

performance evolution of the companies over time. 

The results of this firm level ESG analysis are used by portfolio managers in several ways: 

• Finding areas of ESG improvement for individual companies and taking up engagement in those areas. 

• Tracking any potential ESG risk and adapting portfolio exposure if warranted. 

In addition, as part of this firm level ESG analysis, analysts and portfolio managers track any involvement in 

conflicts related to environmental, social or governance controversies. These are discussed on a weekly basis in 

the meeting of asset managers and a decision of engagement is thereon taken. 

 

IV. Ownership and Engagement: 

The engagement strategy for Value Square Fund Equity World is derived from principles of active ownership laid 

in UN Principles for Responsible Investment. Value Square undertakes the following stance for its ownership 

policy: 

a. Exercise of Voting rights:  

Value Square Fund Equity World shall strive to maximize its participation in general meetings and 

exercise voting rights to the benefit of the fund. Voting decisions shall be guided with the objective of 

maximizing risk adjusted returns for investors. These principles are described further in our Voting 

policy. 

b. Engagement with management: 

Value Square is committed to actively engage with the management and the board when it feels that 

improvements to sustainable business practices, regarding environment, social or governance issues, 

are possible. This includes undertaking active dialogues on sustainability efforts, and suggestions on 

improvement. Some cases where Value Square will undertake engagement with management include: 

a. Considerable change in strategy from previously communicated 

b. Issues related to governance or compliance 

c. Significant changes to board composition 

d. Clarification on adverse media report involving the company, or related party 

e. Any other issue that it feels endangers the long-term value of investment. 

Value Square may also engage in collaboration with other long-term investors, about these issues, 

in case it deems necessary. However, the risk of conflict of interest and of being put in insider 

position will be diligently considered before undertaking such actions. In addition to the above, 

Value Square may resort to the following options in case the outcome of above engagement does 

not yield expected results: 

a. Expressing views publicly 

b. Proposing extraordinary general meeting and resolutions 
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Active ownership policy for companies active in conventional oil and gas extraction or 

electricity generation: 

Since the above two sectors are part of an exclusion universe where the fund seeks to limit its investment, we 

are committed to undertake an engagement approach to enhance the sustainability performance of these 

companies. 

For companies active in conventional oil and gas extraction, the focus of engagement will be to drive visible 

reduction in carbon intensity from operations and encourage diversification away from conventional to 

renewable energy.  

For companies actively involved in electricity generation, engagement will focus on enhancing environmental 

performance and meeting sustainability targets. In addition, Value Square Fund Equity World is committed to 

engage with companies to enhance their progression towards best in class, versus their respective peer group. 

 

Monitoring and control 

Value Square Fund Equity World is monitored regularly for compliance with the above sustainability strategies. 

The monitoring and control procedure are both quantitative and qualitative.  

At the first level, the exclusion screens are regularly updated and integrated into our investment process. They 

are communicated internally to risk and compliance for monitoring. 

As a second level of control, the analyst and portfolio manager following the company perform checks to ensure 

that entities are not in breach of any of the strategies mentioned above.  

Records are maintained in case any temporary breaches are observed.  
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VOTING POLICY: 

Value Square Fund Equity World is committed to maximize its voting participation and especially vote at those 

AGM’s where the fund managers think they should act. Voting rights are exercised directly by fund managers 

where possible or by giving a proxy to a custodian bank. The underlying principle guiding whether to vote for, 

against or abstain from voting, is based on whether the proposal is likely to increase directly or indirectly the 

shareholder wealth and value creation or not. 

Information: 

Timely access to information is pertinent to voting decisions of all shareholders. Value Square expects disclosure 

on various voting proposals to be received at minimum 2 weeks in advance of the annual general meeting. 

Company Boards: 

Value Square will normally support election of board members where independence and diversity of board is 

maintained. In some cases, however, where enough evidence suggests that such election might adversely impact 

value creation for shareholders, fund managers might choose to withhold support. A decision on per case basis 

will be made. 

Executive remuneration 

Value Square supports executive compensation proposals that align management incentives with shareholder 

value creation. At the same time, we shall oppose in instances where grant of share options at significantly 

discounted prices, or where these lead to excessive dilution, or where rewards are not justified by company’s 

performance. We encourage share buy-backs as a measure to counter any dilution from such issuance. 

Reporting and audits 

Value Square supports integrated reporting approach whereby company communicates with its stakeholders its 

mid and long-term strategy providing adequate disclosures. We however might withhold support where reports 

do not provide material ESG disclosures or where executive director is a member of the audit committee. 

Anti-takeover mechanisms 

Value Square does not normally support permanent anti-takeover mechanisms that distort shareholder interests 

in favour of management. These might include poison pills, classified boards, super majority voting requirement 

among others. Exceptions might be made for mechanisms that enable negotiation of offer or ensure fair 

treatment of shareholders.  

Capital structure 

Value Square supports equitable treatment of all shareholders and will normally not support proposals that 

discriminate minority shareholders. Under normal circumstances, Value Square supports “one share- one vote” 

principle.  

Value Square might withhold support to proposals of capital increase if these lead to serious dilution of equity 

for continuing shareholders. We encourage management, board and other strategic shareholders to increase 

stake in the company, by investing own capital. Value Square supports proposals that increase transparency 

related to intercompany transactions. 
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: 

Value Square has implemented a policy on conflicts of interests to prevent conflicts of interest damaging the 

interest of clients between on the one hand Value Square, its directors and its employees and on the other hand 

the clients, or between the clients themselves. The Compliance Officer is responsible for keeping this policy up 

to date and for supervising the implementation of the policy.  

Value Square holds an inventory at its offices of all identified existing or potential conflicts of interests. Every 

conflict of interest is described as well as the measures designed to control or eliminate the conflict of interest. 

If Value Square is not capable of controlling or eliminating the conflict of interest, it shall refuse services to the 

client or clearly inform clients about the conflict of interest before initiating services (disclosure), depending on 

the specifics of the situation.  

If new conflicts of interest are identified these are included in the Register of conflicts of interest. The register is 

drafted and kept up to date by the Compliance Officer. Every director or employee confronted with a (potential) 

conflict of interest is asked to inform the Compliance Officer. 

 

 

 

 

 

*UN Global Compact 10 principles 

Human Rights 

Principle 1: Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights; and 

Principle 2: make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 

Labour 

Principle 3: Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 

Principle 4: the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 

Principle 5: the effective abolition of child labour; and 

Principle 6: the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. 

Environment 

Principle 7: Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges; 

Principle 8: undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and 

Principle 9: encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies. 

Anti-Corruption 

Principle 10: Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery. 

 

**UN Principle for Responsible Investment (PRI): 

We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making processes. 

We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into our ownership policies and practices. 

We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the entities in which we invest. 

We will promote acceptance and implementation of the Principles within the investment industry. 

We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in implementing the Principles. 

We will each report on our activities and progress towards implementing the Principles. 
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Change log: 

 

Policy version Date Amendments Approved by 

1.0 March 2017 First publication Value Square Board 

2.0 December 2018 Coal Exclusion Investment 

Committee 

3.0 November 2019 Oil sands exclusion  

 

 

© VALUE SQUARE ASSET MANAGEMENT 

Disclaimer 

Deze tekst kan analyses van bedrijven, marktinformatie of financiële informatie bevatten maar mag geenszins worden gezien als een specifiek of persoonlijk 

beleggingsadvies. Voor een persoonlijk advies dient u altijd contact op te nemen met uw relatiebeheerder. De informatie die u langs deze weg ter beschikking 

wordt gesteld is niet opgesteld overeenkomstig de voorschriften ter bevordering van de onafhankelijkheid van onderzoek op beleggingsgebied. Eventuele 

aanbevelingen zijn derhalve niet onderworpen aan een verbod om al voor de verspreiding van onderzoek op beleggingsgebied te handelen. Deze informatie 

geeft enkel de analyse weer van het asset management van Value Square op de daarin weergegeven datum. De accuraatheid, volledigheid en tijdigheid van 

dergelijke informatie kan niet worden gegarandeerd. De informatie kan ook op elk ogenblik wijzigen. Vroegere rendementen bieden geen enkele garantie op 

toekomstig rendement. 

 

Copyright 

U mag deze informatie alleen afdrukken of opslaan op een elektronische drager voor uw persoonlijk gebruik. U mag de informatie, inclusief Disclaimer en 

Copyright, niet wijzigen of deels verwijderen. Voor elk publiek of commercieel gebruik dient vooraf de schriftelijke toestemming van Value Square te worden 

bekomen. 

 


